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Blackbodv Radiation from Hot Two-Dimensional Electrons

in AlGaAs/GaAs Heterojunctions
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dimensiona:(2D)
We have studied the broad‐ band far¨infrared (F:R)radiatiOn from hot two‐
electrons in selectively doped AIGaAs/GaAs heterolunCtiOns.The combination of a composite
a‖us a spectrosco‐
Sib̈o!ometer and a rnagneticf̈ield tuned lnSb cyclotron resonance fiiterows
pic as we‖as an intensity ana:ysis ofthe FIR emission from hot 2D electrons.it is found that the
radiation spectra are we‖explained by the theory of blackbody radiation and the emissivity
assuming a classica! Drude conductivity.The behavior of the determined effective blackbody
temperatures of hot 2D e!ectrons is quantitatively explained by a theory of acoustic and optiCal
phonon emissions.

FET applications.
In this work, we have studied broad-band far-infrared

I . INTRODUCTION
The two-dimensional(2D) electronsin selectively-doped
AlGaAs/GaAs

heterojunctions

exhibit

very

high

mobility,l)'z)becauseof the spatialseparationof electrons
from their parent donors in the AlGaAs. Advantages of
using such a high mobility systemare well recognizedand
applied to high-speedfield-effect transistors(FEts;.:l 1t"
high mobility 2D electronsare, however, easily heated up
by an external electric field, leading to a rapid rise in
electron temperature and a reduction of electron mobility.
Such a "hot electron" effect is one of the most important
issues in practical device applications. The experimental
approach which can characteize the electron temperature
(T.), however, hasbeenlimited so far; althoughthe analysis
of Shubnikov-deHaas (SdH) oscillationsallows an accurate

(FIR) radiation from hot 2D electronsin selectivelydoped
AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunctions. An electron system at
temperature Z" is expectedto emit blackbody radiation of
equivalent temperature. Since blackbody radiation is a
direct consequenceof velocity fluctuation of electrons, it
givesa good measureof thermodynamictemperatureof the
electron system without postulating a specific type of
distribution function for the electrons. This fact is quite
important in high electric field transport, where electron
distribution function could be strongly deformed from its
equilibrium form, l. e. the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The combination of a wide-band FIR detector and a
magnetic-fieldtuned InSb cyclotron resonance(CR) filtersi
allows us a spectroscopicanalysisof the FIR emissionfrom
hot 2D electrons.It is found that the radiation spectraare,

and sensitivedeterminationof 7",4)'s)it is applicableonly up
to T. - 20 K. The analysis of the high-energy tail of

indeed,well explainedby the theoryofblackbodyradiation,

is, on the other hand,
photoluminescence(PL) spectr66)'7)
goodfor high ?i's, but it becomesinapplicablebelow -25 K

temperature, or the 2D electron temperature d". The

due to finite non-thermal PL line width. Also, PL method
hasa drawbackthat it cannotbe usedfor the singleinterface
structure, which is the more widely used structure in the
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which enables us to determine the effective blackbody
integrated intensity of the blackbody radiation, 16, is
proportional to T.t, the exponent y graduallydecreasing
from 4 to -2 with increasingelectron mobility,u. Since15is
stronglydependenton 7., T. hasbeen determinedsensitively for a wide temperaturerange (5-100 K). We also discuss
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the dominant energy relaxation mechanism of hot 2D
electron system.

● #1
◆ #2
▲ #3

2.EXPERIMENTAL

The samplesused in this study are AlGaAs/GaAs single

▲
● ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

interface heterojunctions grown by either molecular beam
epitaxy or liquid phase epitaxy. Each sample was cut into
-25x35 mm2piece and ohmic contactsfor source,drain,

α D ● ● ● ● ●●

▲

・ ・ ・ ・ ●● ● ● .

and voltage probes were made by alloying InSn. The
low-field transport parameters (electron densitiesN, and
mobilities p) at lattice temperature Tt : 4.2 K were

01

1

determined by in-situ magnetotransportmeasurementand
are listed in Table L A compositeSi-bolometeroperatedat
1.5 K wasusedas a wide-bandFIR detectorto measurethe

Fig l
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Thc dcpendence of elcctron lnobilitics μ on applicd clcctric
ields Ex.

broad-band FIR emission from the samples.The CR
absorptionof a high-purity InSb slab was used as a tunable
filter for spectroscopy.8)The energy position E6p and the

First, we characteized the electron mobilities U, as a
function of applied electric field E. by in-situ pulsed I-V

Fourier transform spectrometer.Aha, which limits our

measurements.As shown in Fig. 1, trl initially increases
slightly with increasin1 E", suggesting that the ionized

spectralresolution, is 3 meV (5-7 meV) when Eqp is below

impurity scattering becomes less effective as T" rises.ll)

(above)the Reststrahlband(22.8-24.4meV) of InSb. The

However, p eventually starts to decrease with E* and

responsivity of the measurement system, including FIR

asymptotically approachesthe line limited by a saturation

waveguidesand a sapphirewindow, was calibratedto be

velocity.ll)

line width Aha of the InSb CR were calibrated by using a

1x10s V/W by measuringthe blackbodyradiation from a
NiCr-film heater/AuGe thermometer device.e)Becauseof

Y F B R O A D B A N DF I R
3. SPECTROSCOPO
R A D I A T I O NF R O M H O T E L E C T R O N S

the presenceof a sapphirewindow, our systemis sensitive
up to -370 cm-1 (-45 meV). In the experiment, hot

We measuredthe spectraof FIR emissionfrom hot 2D

electronswere excited by applying 0.7 msJong voltage

electrons excited by applying voltage pulses. Between the

pulseslo)to the ohmic contactson two ends of the samples

samplesand the Si-bolometer,a wedged InSb slab was

and the bolometer signalwas detectedby using a box-car

inserted at the center of the superconductingsolenoid and

averager.The duty ratio of the pulseswasmaintainedbelow

its CR energy was swept by applying a magneticfield. The

1/100to minimize lattice heating. All the experimentswere
performed at TL : 4.2 K.

samples were mounted 25 cm-above the center of the
magnet(seethe inset of Fig. 2); the residualmagneticfield
at the samplepositionwas kept lessthan 600 Gauss.Fig. 2

andlow field mobilitiesof the samples
TableI Electrondensities
at 4.2 K.
sample

Nr (.t-z;

p (cm2lvs)

shows typical FIR emission spectra from the hot 2D
electrons. In the figure, the magnetic field applied to the
InSb filter is convertedto its CR energy.It is found that the
FIR emissionspectrafrom hot 2D electronsare broad and,

#1

44×

1011

3.7×104

#2

3.3×

1011

11× 105

#3

3.1×

1011

2.2×105

for higher excitations, both the intensity and the width of
the emissionincrease.
In thermal equilibrium, the spectralemissionintensity per
solid angle 16(a-l) of the FIR radiation from a systemwith
temperature T is given by12)
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T L ‐4 2 K

(4)

and

nic cha

the Ex‐depcndent

momentum-relaxation time which is determined by I-V
measufement.
We calculated the blackbody radiation spectra by using
Eq. (3) and convolutedthem with the line shapefunction of
the InSb CR peak. For the blackbody temperature of 2D
electrons in Eq. (3), we used the values determined from
the integrated intensity of the radiation, as describedin the

E (mev)
Fig.2

Far Infrared ernission spectra from hot two-dimensional
electrons measuredby using a magnetic-field-tunedInSb
cyclotron resonance(CR) filter. The magneticfield applied
to the filter has already been convertedto the CR energy.
Also plotted by dotted lines are the theoretical curvesfor
blackbody radiation which are calculatedby Eq. (3) and
convolutedwith the InSb filter transmissionfunction. The
inset shows a schematicillustration of the experimental
setup for the spectroscopicmeasurement.

next section. The calculated spectra are plotted as dotted
Iines in Fig. 2, and show a good agreement with the
experimental data, which confirms that the broadband
radiation from the hot 2D electrons is indeed of the
blackbody radiation origin. This fact enablesus to deduce
the thermodynamicblackbody temperature,or the electron
temperature T", of the hot 2D electrons from the FIR
emission data.

i,, (ot) dadQ = luu (ar ) A (at, 0) cos 0 dald(Z ,

(1)

4 . D E T E R M I N A T I O NO F T H E R M O D Y N A M I C
TEMPERATUREOF ELECTRONSYSTEM

where 155(ar ) is the spectral emission intensity of a real
angle (0)-dependent spectral absorptivity of the system; in

We next measuredthe integrated intensity of the broadband FIR emission,16,to determine d" more sensitively.16

equilibrium, the emissivity and the absorptivity are equiva-

is defined as

blackbody, ,f) the solid angle, and A(o,

lent. For example, for an AlGaAs/GaAs

0) the incident-

single interface 2D

electron system, A @, Q for nomal incidence is expressed
1?)

as-"'
°

(2)

where F : o (at) / escwith o (ar) the dynamicalconductivity
of the 2D electrons,e6the dielectric permittivity of vacuum,
r the dielectricconstantof GaAs, and c the speedof light.
The blackbody radiation intensity per unit area,16(ar), can
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A (a,0:0) :

4 Rc(F)

be written as12)
r
ho]
=
(rrr'
0) cos0 dada' (3)
16(ar)drr'r
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Input Power per Electron P" (\4/)

with ks the Boltzmann constant. In the following discus(i) we assumethat Eq. (3)
sion, we madetwo assumptions;
condition,and
is valid evenln non-equilibriumsteady-state
(ii) we assumea classicalDrude conductivityfor o (a), i. e.

Fig. 3 The normalized FIR emission intensities are plotted as
functions of input electrical power per electron P". The
inset showsthe normalized blackbody radiation intensities
calculated as functions of the electron tenlperature for
different a's.
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#l BBR

n

incrcases rapidly with incrcasing Pe in thc low excitation

#l SdH

◆

thC Currcnt densit".It iS nOted thatム

region and shows a saturation bchavior for higher Pe・

It is

#2 BBR
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,4S̲

expectedfrom Eqs. (2) and (4); i. e., the lower mobility
13
10‐

samplehashigher emissivityin the FIR frequencyrange.By
comparing the measured15. with theoretical values calcu-
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lated by using Eqs. (2)-(5) and the calibrated detector
responsivity, it is possible to determine T. of hot 2D
electrons.In Fig. 4, the determinedI"'s areplottedby filled
symbols versus the energy loss rate -,dE/db, which is

T" (K)
ElectronTemperature
Fig.4
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The determined electron temperaturesT. versus the
energy loss rates of two-dimensional electrons, which is
equivalent to T. in a steady state. Full and open symbols
denote FIR (plotted as BBR) and magnetotransport
(plotted as SdH) results, respectively.Calculated energy
loss rates due to phonon emissionsare also shown by
dashed and dotted lines; DP the deformation potential
interaction, PE the piezoelectricinteraction, and PO the
polar optical phonon interaction.

16(a;) dro ,

equivalent to P" in steady states. In the figure, T"'s
determined by analyzingthe amplitude of SdH oscillations
measuredon the identical samplesin the sameexperimental
run are also plotted by open symbols. It is noted that the
FIR emissionmethod can detect a temperaturerise as small
as -2K and can cover up to -100 K range.ls)It is also
noted that the FIR emissiondata and the magnetotransport
data agree well with each other where they overlap,
suggestingthe accuracy of the FIR emission method.
As seenin Fig. 4, 7" risesrapidly with P" and reaches40
K whenP. - l}-ts W. For Pe , 10-13W, however,Z" shows
a drastic change in slope, indicating an onset of another

where @-;, and (omax
are the low and high cut-off frequencies of the FIR detectionsystemand -5 cm-l and -370

energy relaxation mechanism.In order to understandthe

cm-1 in our case,respectively.As shownin the insetof Fig.

loss rates due to acoustic and optical phonon emissions

3, the calculated16is approximatelyproportional to Tev,the
exponent y gradually decreasing from 4 to -2 with

within a framework of the electron temperature model. In

increasing p. The decrease of y with ,a is due to the
high-frequency cut-off of the FIR radiation by longer z-.

energy relaxation mechanisms,we calculated the energy

the calculation,we used the Fang-Howardvariational wave
functionl6) and assumedthat only the lowest subband is

Since16 is strongly dependenton Ze, sensitivedetermina-

occupied.The detail of the calculation has been published
elsewhere.lT)The calculated energy loss rates for N, :

tion of 7i is possible by comparing 16 with theoretical

5x1011 cm-2 are also plotted in Fig. 4. The excellent

calculations.This method is more sensitivethan that used

agreementbetweenthe experimentaland theoreticalresults

by Hopfel et al.L3)and Okisu et al.La);they measured the

indicates that the dominant energy relaxation mechanism

spectralemissionintensity Lo(a)Ao at a fixed frequency by

for T. < 40 K is the acoustic phonon emission via

using narrow-band crystal detectorswith band widths drr.r

deformation potential coupling, while optical phonon emis-

(-2 cm*1) and 16(ar)is approximatelyproportional to 7".

sion becomes a much more efficient electron cooling
mechanismwhen 7i > 40 K. It is also noted that the rise in

To measure16, the InSb filter was removed and the FIR
radiationwas directly detectedby the Si-bolometer.In Fig.
3, the measuredemissionintensitieswhich are normalized
by N, and the sample area S, Ib" (= ryN.S), are plotted as
functions of input electrical power per electron P" (=
20

f," is almost independentof N, when T, < 40 K, which is a
characteristic of the screened acoustic phonon
interaction.lT)
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3)T.Mimura,S.Hiyamizu,T.Flllii,and K Nanbu,Jpn.J
Appl.Phys.19,L225(1980)

5。 CONCLUSIONS

4)F F.Fang and A.B.Fowler,J Appl.Phys 41,1825

In summary, we studied the broad‐
fFOnhO「

band FIR radiation

2D―eleetFenS In selectively4ope畝

1い

/GaAs―

(1970)

51J'」 hkak…
‐
― ―

heterojunctions. By using a wide-band Si-bolometerand a
magnetic-field tuned InSb cyclotron resonancefilter, we

6)

performed a spectroscopicanalysis of the FIR emission
from hot 2D electrons.It is found that the radiation spectra

7)

are well explainedby the theory of blackbodyradiation, and
the thermodynamic temperature of the hot 2D electron
determinedfrom 5 K to 100K.
systemhasbeensuccessfully
The behavior of the determined electron temperature is

8)
9)

quantitatively explained by a theory of acousticand optical
phonon emissions.
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